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For:
retrofitting

substructure:
with/without

mounted with:
U/trapezoid anchor or flat bar

requirements:

Adjacent structural elements:
 Masonry walls
 Concrete walls
 Aerated concrete walls
 Flat filler block walls
 Partition walls
 Struts/beams

Basic models:
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Acoustic rating
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Fanlight

Sidelight
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Sidelight

Fire protection T30, T90
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2-part steel wrap-around frame/corner frame
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Sidelight

Installation
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These installation instructions should only be used together with the main installation instructions for hinged doors.
These instructions are regularly updated and made available on our website without further announcements. Any new
version automatically replaces older versions.
 All dimensions are in millimetres (mm).
 Pictures and sketches are schematic. However, they show the construction accurately.
 As standard all closures are shown with/without requirements, in all adjacent structural elements, and identically
as rounded panel and double rebate versions.
 For permitted walls and structural elements, please see the main installation instructions, section 3.

1 Partition walls
Please refer to the main installation instructions, section 9.2. Use posts made of UA profiles or
rectangular steel tubing. Cross-section in accordance with static requirements.
The design must meet the minimum requirements of DIN EN 1627. For permitted partition walls, see the main
installation instructions, section 9.3 and the assessment report 17-002123-PR01 and -PR02.
Basic models for soffit panelling:
T30 + sidelight:
100, 200, 300,
Corner frames
T90: 100 except
corner frames

T30:
100 except
corner frames
All except
corner frames

x1

Corner frames

T90 +
sidelight:
100, 200, 300
corner frames
x2

2 Frame substructure on wall element (depending on frame version)
1.

2.

Depending on the depth, secure the frame substructure to the wall element in
one or two rows. For fixings for solid or partition walls, see the main installation
instructions, section 8.
Using silicone/acrylic B2, always apply sealant between and/or behind both sides
of the substructure and the adjacent element.

Fixing positions:
Door leaf weight ≥ 60 kg: 100 from end/corner, in between n x ≤ 600
Fixing positions, see main installation instructions, section 10.
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3 Filling
The frame elements / cavities ① to ⑥ must be filled around its circumference depending on the requirement(s).
Fill frame versions that are not shown (e.g. corner frame SM 51/951) in the same way.
 Fill to back rebate element seal level, at least 50.
 For big and heavy door sets we recommend to fill the frame with mortar.
Additional filling might be required if:
 the hollow sound of the frame is to be reduced,
 a locking mechanism is fitted on the hinge opposite side of the frame,
 the mechanical strength of the installed frame needs to be increased, depending on the area of use (e.g. in
schools and hospitals, to protect against vandalism, etc.).
The additional material must be suitable for the type of use and requirement.

Rebate element / Frame

①

②③

‒

‒

B/Z

F/G/S

T30

B/Z

F/G/S

T90

Z

F/G

Burglar resistance class 2/3
T30/T90 + Burglar resistance

Z

Not
approved

④

⑤⑥

No requirements
Smoke protection
Acoustic
rating ≥ 1

B not for T90 and
Burglar resistance
S not for T90

Decorative trim
No requirements
Acoustic rating 1-3
Smoke protection
Burglar resistance class 2/3

Fully fit the frame, then fill
the entire frame cavity.

Fit the rebate
element, then fill the
cavity.

Fit the rebate
element and fill the
cavity.

↓

Fit the decorative trim,
then fill the cavity.

Fill the decorative trim cavity,
then fit the decorative trim.

↓
‒

‒

Acoustic rating ≥ 4

B/Z

F/G/S

T30 (+Burglar resistance)

B/Z

F/G/S

T90 (+Burglar resistance)

Z

F/G/S

↑

Acoustic rating ≥ 1 and soffit depth ≥ 300: If the decorative trim soffit is not filled, fit sound-deadening mats
on the interior of the decorative trim soffit.
↖ possible filling openings

Filling materials:
Fire protection, Smoke protection: Fire protection foam B1 e.g. Würth FZ plus, Alfa 611 B1 pistol foam

B No/other requirements: Installation foam B2
F Mineral joint filler, e.g. gypsum plaster

Fire protection, Smoke protection: Gypsum plaster fire-rated board

G No/other requirements: Gypsum plaster board

Fire protection, Smoke protection: Rock wool A1 (melting point 1000 °C)

S No/other requirements: Insulating material, e.g. mineral wool, glass wool
Z Cement mortar, mortar group ≥ II in accordance with DIN 1053-1
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4 Spacer blocks and rebate element fixing







1.

Before installing, check the dimensions, hardware and their seating/position of the frame.
Check the frame angle before installing.
Check the frame type and the cutting check and decide whether the frame should be fitted with or without a
floor recess.
Assemble the frame parts for every frame type acc. to HEBA chapter 12 and/or installation manual.
Use transport brackets at the bottom ends of the frame vertical parts as distances for the installation. Remove
them from powder coated steel frames before installing them.
Level the frame horizontally and vertically. Look after a uniform frame rebate dimension.

Separate the rebate element from the decorative
trim.

Material for spacer blocks:
Wood/engineered wood
T30, Smoke protection, Burglar
resistance class 2/3: Wood/engineered
wood, Bulk density ≥ 410 kg/m³
T90 (with/without Smoke protection,
Burglar resistance): B1 wooden composite
board, for example FRCW, B1-MDF or ROKU
Fil PL 1200 or comparable

2.

If required, fill the rebate element before
installation (depending on the insulation variant).

3.

Insert the rebate element in the wall opening and
align. Adjust the frame rebate dimension: Insert
spacer blocks (installation gap ≤ 30, see the main
installation instructions, section 7).

4.

Using suitable fixings for solid or partition walls, fasten the rebate element to the wall element or the
substructure2 using the U/trapezoid anchors or flat iron, see the main installation instructions, section 8.
- Mount the frame edge fold flush to the wall element or to the substructure.
- Frame with shadow gap: If necessary adjust the backbent with distance blocks for the correct distance and
for planking (see pictures SL 55/955).
- 1-/2-row fixing, depending on the wall thickness.

optional

Abstandsklötze

SM 51/951
2

SM 51/951 with substructure2

Frame with shadow gap
e.g. SL 55/955

Recommendation for fixing to the substructure: The use of dowels / screws through the fixing brackets, spacer
blocks and substructure to the wall element (not just in the substructure) is recommended for the fixing brackets
of the hinge edge bar above and below the door hinges.

5 Installation of the decorative trim
1.

Fill the decorative trim before installation (depending on the requirements and insulation variant, see section 3).

2.

Slide the decorative trim onto the rebate element. Where guides are available, insert the U/trapezoid anchor or
flat bar of the rebate element into the guides of the decorative trim.

3.

Screw the rebate element and decorative trim together at the prepared positions, pulling the edge fold of the
decorative trim panel flush up to the wall element or substructure. In the case of corner frames, fit the two frame
elements together so they are flush.
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decorative trim
rebate element

SM 51/951

Guide

U/trapezoid anchor
Frame with adjustment area e.g.
SL 51/951 DF

Frame without adjustment
area e.g. SL 53/953

e.g. Plaster

Frame with shadow gap in stud wall:
If necessary adjust the backbent with distance blocks for
the correct distance and for planking (see chapter 4). Install
the outside boards with a distance to the frame. Fill the
gaps on both sides with silicone/acrylum B2.
Frame with shadow gap in massive wall:
Install plates, tiles or plaster.

SL 55

SM 54/954 DF

6 Application of mastic sealant
In accordance with the requirements for the hinge side and/or hinge opposite side, apply silicone or acrylic of building
material class B2 in accordance with DIN 4102-1 or at least E-d2 in accordance with DIN EN 13501-1 around the frame.
Apply sealant to frame versions that are not shown in the same way.

Hinge side
Hinge opposite side

No
requirements,
Burglar
resistance
class 2/3
‒
‒

 Apply sealant

T30/T90
(+Burglar resistance)

Acoustic
rating
1-2

T30/T90 with Smoke
protection
(+Burglar resistance)

Acoustic
rating ≥ 3,
Smoke
protection

‒





‒







 For corner frames always apply sealant to the hinge opposite side.

Hinge opposite side

Hinge side
SM 51/951
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Hinge opposite side

Hinge side
corner frame SM 51/951
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